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After FAST 12-23 in October 26, 2012 the VA started to deny benefits to those in assisted living 
who needed help with what was defined as Independent Activities of Daily Living (IADLs) in 
FAST 12-23.  This was despite the fact that FAST 12-23 seemed to limit the exclusion of IADLs 
as counting towards the two Activities of Daily Living requirement for senior or Independent 
Living facilities and not Assisted Livings.   

It was very fortuitous that, on this last day before comments end, an on point denial letter was 
faxed to me. I have included the redacted relevant page.

This surviving spouse filed for benefits in September of 2012.  She was 89 years old when she 
originally filed and is 92 today. 

She has a lot of mobility issues and her physician’s evaluation on the 21-2680 from 2012 states: 

 Unsteady gait
 She cannot prepare meals and needs assistance due to physical limitation
 She needs assistance getting out of the bathtub
 Assisted living is required for help with ADLS
 She needs assistance with her finances due to memory issues
 She has difficulty with her grip
 She has poor balance
 She cannot leave the assisted living facility independently.  She can leave the facility

only with the assistance of another person.

Subsequently, information was provided that she needs assistance with medication 
management because she had both overdosed and skipped her medications all together 
She receives assistance from her daughter in order to keep the assisted living costs down. 

Prior to FAST 12-23 she would have been approved as she is in Assisted living, needs an 
environment modified for seniors because of memory and balance issues, needs medication 
management for safety and needs a standby assist whenever she leaves the facility.  Because 
they are applying FAST 12-23 to her, she has been denied due to lack of ADL assistance 
although it is quite clear she requires Assisted Living.   

Codifying that IADLs do not count in Assisted Living will result in many more people, like this 92 
year old surviving spouse with a $4,000 assisted living bill whose daughter assists her every 
day, being denied this benefit.   

She only has $35,000 left in assets and they will not last the next 12 months without the VA 
benefit.  She has already moved her to a less expensive room to try and say money, forcing her 
to purchase the level of care, instead of receiving it from a family member seems fiscally 
irresponsible – no one with her income, assets and care needs is living in a $4,000 a month 
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assisted living because they enjoy the hotel lifestyle – clear medical evidence that you cannot 
live alone safely and require assistance with some IADLs and one ADL should be enough. 
 
A history of medication errors should result in medication management being an ADLS as it is 
over and above medication reminders – it is not a nice to have, it is a necessity. 
 
Often the move to assisted living occurs after a child realizes mom is eating spoiled food and 
not taking her medications properly – so removing the need for meal preparation and 
medication management seems geared only towards reducing the payout and not in the best 
interest of the veteran or surviving spouse. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Patricia Servaes 



Those are ALL of the ADL's?  What about assistance with mobility?  
Getting in and out of bed?  Assistance with showering, shaving?  Cuing 
and redirection for appropriate behavior?  How can medication 
management not be included on some level? 




